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S1 Estimation of the absence / presence of advective pore-water flow in the permeable sediment of the Vistula estuary
Theoretical pressure gradients at the sediment surface, established based on the interaction of near-bottom flow with sediment topography, were estimated for the sampling period (July 05-11, 2014) using a theoretical topographical object (sediment mound) with a height of 3 cm and model-derived near-bottom flow velocity (average and maximum, Table 2 ) derived by using the General Estuarine Transport Model (GETM; for further details see Holtermann et al., 2014) . This model has been thoroughly tested for applications in the Baltic Sea (e.g. Burchard et al., 2009 Burchard et al., , 2005 . The modelled bottom flow velocity was derived from 50 cm above the sediment; hence, the actual near-bottom flow velocity is probably lower due to increasing friction with decreasing distance to the sediment.
The theoretical horizontal pore-water flow over a distance of 1 cm was calculated after Bear (1972) , using the estimated pressure gradients from Figure 4 in Huettel et al. (1996) and equations derived from Darcy´s Law together with the average measured hydraulic conductivity, water density and porosity. The Peclet number, an indicator of the dominating transport mechanism in the sediment, was calculated by dividing the pore-water flow velocity by the diffusive transport velocity. We used oxygen as example element to be transported over 1 cm distance by molecular diffusion in the sediment (calculated after Schulz 2005) , with period-specific salinity and porosity at 20°C to allow comparisons with hydraulic conductivity measurements). A Peclet number ≥ 5 indicates the dominance of advective processes over diffusive processes (Bear, 1972 and references therein). Table S3 : Estimation of the pressure gradient at the sediment surface, the resulting pore-water (PW) flow velocity, and the Peclet number (output variables) in the permeable sediment of the Vistula estuary, based on a modeled bottom-water (BW) flow velocity 50 cm above the sediment surface, the height of a representative topographic object, and the molecular diffusion of oxygen, as an example element (input variables); averages and the maximum values in parentheses. 
